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	doors: 
	doors_pop: Doors DO NOT need to be ligature resistant. Some states may require bathrooms to be private for the occupant. In that case, this tool would not be acceptable. This tool is intended for bathrooms where the patient will be attended during toilet and showering  use.
	pop_robehook: Robe hooks do not need to be removed but consideration should be given to appropriate style of hooks to limit the possibility of injury.
	electrical: 
	pop_curtain: Privacy/shower curtains do not need to be removed. Removing the shower curtain could result in water splashing outside of the shower basin, thus increasing fall risk. 
	robehook: 
	pop_toilet: Existing toilets can remain and do not need to be ligature resistant. 
	pop_electrical: Electrical devices may remain and do not need to be ligature resistant.
	pop_grab: Grab bars should remain. Removal of grab bars could lead to increased risk of falls and violate ADA requirements. 
	grab: 
	pop_track: Curtain tracks can remain.
	toilet: 
	pop_pull: Pull cords do not need to be removed.  Pull cords can be equally helpful to staff that need to summon assistance without leaving the patient.
	pullcord: 
	pop_dispensers: Paper towel and alcohol-based hand rub dispensers do not need to be removed, but access to their contents should be limited.
	dispense: 
	pop_mirror: Glass mirrors are okay to remain.
	mirror: 
	pop_foot: Foot stools, garbage cans, and other loose objects should be kept outside of the bathroom while it isn't in use if the object could be used as a weapon against staff. 
	foot: 
	pop_sink: Sinks may remain in place. 
	track: 
	pop_wands: Special care should be taken with wands and other devices by limiting the patient's unsupervised access.
	wands: 


